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Dear Sir,

We read with interest the article of Van Den Berge et al.

(1) which showed significant bronchoprotection against

AMP (adenosine monophosphate) challenge at 14 and 24 h

after a single 1000 lg dose of fluticasone furoate (FF), but

only at 14 h after fluticasone propionate (FP). The authors

suggest that FF may have a longer duration of action than

FP, although they state that the study was not designed to

compare the two drugs but only to analyse the difference

against placebo. Interestingly for the intranasal formulation

both drugs are indicated as a once daily formulation, but

with FF being given at half the dose compared to FP. Since

inhaled FP is recommended to be given twice daily with a

12 h dosing interval, while inhaled FF is given once daily

with a 24 h interval, the more valid comparison at 26 h at

trough would have been after a second dose of FP vs after

a first dose of FF.

As the authors admit, such high doses would not normally

be given to steroid naı̈ve mild patients with a preserved mean

FEV1 of 93%. The choice of microgram equivalent doses

seems strange given that the in vitro glucocorticoid binding

affinity of FF is 1.7 fold higher than FP, and since intranasal

FF is given at half the dose of FP – i.e. 500 lg FF (single

dose) should have been compared to 1000 lg FP (divided

into two doses over 24 h).

In the present study when comparing the same single

1000 lg dose of FF and FP at trough (i.e. 26 h for FF and

14 h for FP), this amounted to 1.30 vs 1.72 doubling dilution

shifts respectively – indicating that at least in vivo there is no

appreciable difference in anti-inflammatory potency at micro-

gram equivalent doses between the two drugs. We would

accordingly request that the authors consider providing a

scatter plot for the doubling dilution shifts for each individ-

ual at 14 and 26 h for FP and FF respectively. Furthermore

there was no mention of the inhaler device or strength of for-

mulation used for both drugs, or whether the same number

of puffs were used. Further dose response studies comparing

more appropriate doses are now indicated to clarify their

relative microgram equivalent anti-inflammatory potency on

the steep part of the curve at steady state – e.g. comparing

FP 50 bid, 100 bid, 200 lg bid vs FF 50 lg od, 100 lg od,

200 lg od: measuring chronic dosing effects on AMP at

trough at 12 and 24 h respectively.
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Dr Lipworth is correct in raising the observation that we

have not directly compared fluticasone furoate (FF) and fluti-

casone proprionate (FP). As we pointed out in this paper,

this was the first clinical study to assess efficacy and duration

of inhaled FF in patients with asthma (1). Although earlier

in vitro studies have shown promising results, e.g. a greater

affinity for the glucocorticoid receptor, no clinical studies

with inhaled FF had been performed before. A direct com-

parison between FF and FP would have required significantly

larger sample sizes. Inhaled FP was merely used as a ‘control’
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